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Introduction 
 
In one sequence of the movie �The Day After Tomorrow�, 
twisters tear through Los Angeles, causing massive building 
destruction. Because of the scope of destruction and need for fast 
turnarounds it was decided not to use practical models or costly 
rigid and soft body deformations. Instead a versatile system based 
on procedural animation techniques was developed to handle 
everything from geometry breakup to destruction animation. 
 
Basic Technique 
 
The destruction artist received a model of a building which, most 
of the time, consisted of nothing more than a shell or facade. After 
adding geometry for floors and walls, the destruction artist 
defined an area to break and a procedural system broke the 
geometry into chunks. The artist would then place �bombs� to 
adjust the timing of the breaks, which was calculated by 
measuring distance and force from the computer generated 
tornados. Flexible objects were then deformed and animated in 
reaction to the tornados. Using particle systems to simulate 
tornado motion, the destruction artist could then control the 
behavior of pieces flying off buildings. 
 
Trading Spaces 
 
A common theme in the building destruction setup was the idea of 
transforming geometry into a space that makes it easy to work 
with. While buildings were modeled in other packages, the 
building destruction took place in Side Effects' Houdini, taking 
advantage of its procedural nature. As a geometry file, panels 
don�t know how to flutter, windows don�t know which way to 
shake, metal doesn�t know which way and where to bend, while 
concrete, as a flat polygon surface, doesn�t know where to cut 
itself. To cut the geometry, it was transformed into a noise space, 
meaning that each point was given a height value between 0 and 
1, generated from various 3d noise fields. At that point you could 
simply cut along a certain height, and transform the cut pieces 
back to their original position. 
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The Capitol Records building, seen in several destruction shots, 
had many panels which needed to shake and bend. As geometry in 
its original position, there was no way to define how a piece may 

bend, or which direction it should shake in. Using the fact that the 
building is basically a cylinder, it was fairly easy to transform all 
panels to a single location, all with the same facing, at which 
point they could easily be deformed and animated using pivot 
points along the world axes. The modified panels would then be 
placed back to their original location. 
 

 
1. Panels in their original location 2. Panels transformed to world 
origin 3. Panels deformed. 4. Deformed panels transformed back. 
 
Working With a Modular System 
 
The geometry breakup, trigger, deformation and flight animation 
were handled by separate modules in the system, each of which 
could be switched out or modified, based on needs. Different 
setups were used for different building materials, such as concrete 
walls, metal panels and windows. This versatility allowed for 
many unique behaviors, while keeping complexity low. Because 
of the procedural nature of this system, a change could be made at 
any point in the system, and changes would automatically pass 
through the other modules without any further work. 
 
Conclusion 
 
Having a procedural system that allowed for varying levels of 
complexity enabled easy and quick destruction of background 
buildings while being flexible enough to handle detailed 
foreground destruction. 
 

 


